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No Rondelet
for second
year in a row

H&D offers
tetra points
for housing
by Joey Capparella

by Molly Chiu
News Editor

Thresher Editorial Staff

Students looking to show off
their formal wear will have to
wait until next semester. For the
second year in a row, Rice Program Council will not hold Rondelet, the winter formal dance,
due to budgetary constraints,
according to RPC President Catherine Yuh.
RPC typically budgets $5,000
in blanket tax money toward Esperanza, but this year, the budget was increased to $9,000, Yuh,
a Brown College junior, said.
“As an organization, we discussed our options leading up to
the Centennial and decided that
we wanted to pool our entire formals budget for Esperanza,” Yuh
said. “We were only able to create the ambience and novelty at
Esperanza this year by putting
more funds toward the event.”
According to Yuh, the additional funding went toward
attractions like food trucks, a
professional mixologist and disc
jockey Samantha Ronson. Yuh
said these extras elevated Esperanza to another level.

What would you do with 500
tetra points? A new policy implemented by Housing and Dining
this semester incentivises students to move back on campus
by offering 500 tetra points to
students who accept the offer to
move back on before spring break
and 250 tetra points to those who
accept after spring break.
H&D Senior Business Director
David McDonald said this initiative was to try to get students to
fill the 67 empty beds on campus.
McDonald could not say how
these empty beds were distributed among the colleges.
“It is historically typical to
have less beds filled in the spring
than the fall due to many factors,”
McDonald said. “This could be
study abroad, early graduation,
leave of absence, etc.”
Three students were confirmed
in accepting the offer so far, with
five others who are currently being placed, McDonald said.
Jones College junior Sallyann
Zhou, who lives off campus, said
she is doubtful this policy will be
successful because of the timing.
“It’s sad because I know
people get kicked off and have
to deal with difficult living situations,” Zhou said. “But it’s too
late. If they had planned a little
earlier, it could have been a winwin for both sides.”
Students who choose to move
back on campus will be required
to purchase the on-campus meal
plan as well, McDonald said.
“Tetra points are essentially
neutral ground not affecting roomand-board rates,” McDonald said.
“Tetras are primarily used at student-run businesses, such as Coffeehouse and the Hoot’s late-night
operations, so we think it’s a winwin for everyone.”
Zhou also said tetra points
were not much of a motivating
factor for her.
“I can’t even imagine how
many trips to the Hoot that
would afford, but it’s not enough
incentive,” Zhou said. “I don’t
even use tetra points, really. Especially now that I live off campus, I realize how much I’ve enjoyed not having the on-campus
meal plan. I don’t have to deal
with Sunday night dinners in the
servery anymore.”
Lovett College room draw coordinator Darryl Arredondo said one
student had moved back on campus
this semester for convenience reasons but that she had essentially exchanged with another student who
took her room off campus. Arredondo said there were approximately
four empty beds at Lovett.
0see tetra, page 5

As an organization,
we discussed our
options leading up
to the Centennial
and decided that we
wanted to pool our
entire formals budget
for Esperanza.
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Rice makes it rain in
Tudor against Cougs

Catherine Yuh
RPC President

Blanket tax review committee
presents recommendations

“Centennial Esperanza was
worth the added cost based on the
extremely positive feedback from
students,” Yuh said. “In addition,
we felt it was important for students to partake in the Centennial
festivities, and Esperanza was a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for
students to do so.”
In addition to an increased
budget for Esperanza, Yuh said
a delay in getting concrete numbers for the budget prevented
RPC from searching for a venue.
An outside event company organized the events that took place
in the Centennial tent, and at the
end of the weekend, it gave Rice
invoices for each part, such as
catering, lights and servers.
“From there, Rice had to take
the invoice and break it down by
event: the Centennial Gala, the
0see rondelet, page 4

Op-Ed

Julian DeBose shoots up a three as the Rice Owls continued their
rivalry with the University of Houston Cougars Jan. 30, winning
79-69 for their first conference win of the season. See story pg. 12.

By Andrew Ta

Assistant News Editor

The Student Association Blanket Tax Committee aims to deliver
recommendations to campus organizations, but some disagree with
how the process was carried out.
On Jan. 28, the committee presented its report to the Student Senate
in an attempt to review the financial figures for major organizations
on campus and ensure blanket tax
money was being properly used
to serve Rice students, committee
member Krish Ramineni said.
Of the 12 organizations presented to the Senate, KTRU, the KTRU

p. 3

Sports

Emergency Fund, RSVP and the
Honor Council were recommended
for further review, according to SA
Treasurer Hersh Agrawal.
“Everyone was very transparent and good about providing
documents, what the rollover was,
etc.,” Agrawal said. “[The recommendation was in] no way a criticism, but there were gaps in the
fiscal notes they provided, or [we]
had questions on specific expenditures or amounts. Our goal is to
fill in those gaps. We don’t anticipate recommending a downgrade
or chang[ing] what recommendations we have made. We want to
complete our recommendation so

p. 12

Men’s basketball victorious
More emphasis on service

Cathy Hu shares her belief that service
at Rice is underappreciated and
underpromoted.

Men’s basketball snagged their first conference win against University of Houston.

Rugby fights for national tour

Rice rugby has a chance to earn a spot
in the national tour if it beats St. Edwards University in its next match.

A&E

that all info is present for the next
committee.”
The SA website states that in the
2012-13 school year, there were 13
blanket tax recipients, each receiving between 50 cents and $25 from
each Rice student per year. According to Ramineni, a Will Rice College
freshman, the blanket tax, funded
by student tuition, affects all Rice
students to some degree.
“Certain portions of their tuition, whether it’s $2 or $20, is taken
from each student to fund these organizations,” Ramineni said. “Our
goal was to ensure that the purpose
of each organization was in the best
0see Tax, page 5
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CelebrateArt

Last week’s showcase of a wide variety of
creative and artistic talent.

Forgetting Nemo

Read a review of Reef’s double happy hour
that combines alcohol and seafood.

Lincoln logs aren’t just for kids
Learn about how one Martel college
senior transformed his room into a log
cabin.

EDITORIAL
OP-ED

RPC’s increased
blanket tax
unnecessary
The Rice Program Council has recently
requested a blanket tax increase. This appeal for greater funding has prompted
the Thresher to assess the recent history of RPC programming and determine
whether enough success has been demonstrated to warrant the additional $3 per
student, which translates to a budget of
almost $12,000.
RPC has hosted several successful
events recently, including the President
and Dean’s Study Break in the fall and,
more recently, Owls at the Alley. Beer Bike
is also generally a success and other events
such as H2O07 Assassins are well-received.
One of RPC’s greatest successes this year
was the Centennial Weekend Esperanza.
The dance was extremely well-received.
However, RPC also spent a substantial
extra amount on the evening by hiring DJ
Samantha Ronson. This particular decision by RPC is just one of many that have
resulted in programming characterized
by imprudent spending and a myriad of
other problems.
The Welcome Back Concert has been
heavily criticized in recent years for performance choice, Tudor Fieldhouse audio
problems and poor attendance; however,
adjustments have not been made to the
concert. The fall Sky Zone outing had
transportation troubles and deprived many
students of the chance to attend, and of
those who did attend, three were injured
with broken bones. Furthermore, RPC was
forced to give free Esperanza tickets to students who waited in line but did not make
it to Sky Zone. Rondelet this semester has
been canceled, and RPC has cited high
costs for Esperanza as a primary reason.
RPC also gives back to the Rice community by using its funds to subsidize various
events, such as Rice Night at the Symphony
and the Rodeo. This service is appreciated
by students, but because of the demand of
these events, tickets often sell out quickly.
Though everyone pays for the funds that allow RPC to provide subsidized tickets, only
a small minority get to benefit from them.
With such a variety of its events plagued
by problems, the Rice Thresher does not believe RPC has earned a raise to be funded
by the students. The Thresher is not against
RPC’s blanket tax amount as it stands and
in fact supports last year’s blanket tax
increase for Beer Bike because of the consistent success of Beer Bike. The rest of
RPC needs to demonstrate success before
it should be considered for a raise. While
greater funding may help RPC put on better
events, particularly through the Night Owl
Antics Committee, it is not the responsibility of the students to throw more money at
an organization that has not proven it can
appropriately spend the money it currently
has. RPC’s planned expansion is a laudable
goal; however, it should not occur until
RPC has demonstrated consistent successes with its programming.
Perhaps RPC should seek to put on a
larger quantity of smaller-scale events or
attempt to cut costs from some of its larger
events. Regardless of the way RPC decides
to accommodate its budget to work within
its current funding, the Thresher does
not believe RPC has earned the blanket
tax increase it is requesting and encourages the Blanket Tax Review Committee,
Student Association and student body to
vote accordingly.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Thresher editorial staff. All other
opinion pieces represent solely the opinion of the
piece’s author.
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Letter to the editor
To the editor,

First, we are all Rice students, but we have
not been randomly selected to attend the same
university. We all went through a rigorous
application process, and we are all of aboveaverage intelligence. Also, we were somehow
paired with the people we live with.
Second, I would rather you think about the
organizational power of your student self-governance as if it were the United States Senate.
Think of the colleges as individual states and
the Student Association as the U.S. Senate. The
college presidents are akin to representative
Senators, and the SA president becomes the
United States vice president in this metaphor.
The system at Rice closely resembles the current U.S. government — whether or not that is
failing is another discussion.
College presidents do have the strongest influence over their constituencies, but they are
also their constituents’ strongest voices. They
are elected to run the colleges, but they are
also elected to be the voice of the people and
represent the colleges’ interests to the student
body as a whole. We do elect a board of SA officers, but we still need to make sure our own
interests are represented.
Yes, we are all Rice students, but we all
live in different colleges. There are things
that connect us as a university, but there are
key differences between us as colleges. We
have completely different interests and concerns, traditions and goals. Someone elected

thresher-ops@rice.edu

based on a Thresher blurb and a few posters
– or, worse, based on the lack of an opponent
– does not necessarily understand every college’s problems and needs.
You say the root of the problem is the fact
that we as a student body trust our college
presidents more than our campuswide government. Maybe there is a mistrust of the SA,
but that is the SA’s own fault. Somehow, college presidents have gained our trust; the SA
should try to do the same. Why should college presidents be chastised for doing their
jobs well?
College presidents are transparent and
reachable. They live among us, eat among us
and know the problems that plague us. Also,
we know what they are doing. The students on
the SA’s executive board are just names and
vague faces. The SA has not done anything to
earn our trust. In fact, it has done quite the opposite. How can a blanket tax organization be
in charge of policing all the other blanket tax
organizations? How can we give the SA more
power while it abuses the power it already has?
Maybe the SA should try to work better with
college presidents, instead of asking for more
power. Maybe then we will have shirts with the
beautiful Rice “R” and participate in campuswide events. If these things are not happening
now, and the SA already cannot get the trust of
the students, more power will not save it.
Anastasia Bolshakov
Duncan College sophomore
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Rice’s secretive service: Volunteering at Rice must not be hidden
Rice University’s best-kept secret? (It starts
with an S and isn’t Sid Highlighter).

Cathy Hu
Service. Yes, it exists.
However, at a university where many students have accomplished the superhuman
feat of taking upward of 18 hours of classes,
working on- or off-campus jobs, being involved in multiple clubs and organizations,
researching in labs since freshman year and
interning for national corporations every summer, our focus as Rice students seems to be
clear: ourselves.
The idea of volunteering in the greater community has unfortunately become a distant, if
not foreign, concept to much of the student
population. What once was likely a prevalent part of many of our lives throughout high
school has slowly been pushed to the back of
our minds. Many students occasionally wander into that area of the mind and wish to get
involved with a service organization, but how
many actually do?
There are two possible reasons for this lack
of student participation in service-related activities: 1) the student, or 2) the system.
I strongly doubt it is the former.
With many students who wish to participate in community service but ultimately are

unable to easily find the means to do so, it is
evident that the problem is not with the lack
of student interest or intent but rather the
efficiency and effectiveness of the volunteering system at Rice to connect students with
service opportunities.
Two main obstacles that stand between
students and volunteer opportunities are organization and publicity.
One of the major issues the service system at Rice faces is not the lack of volunteer
opportunities, but rather the contrary: the
overwhelming amount of opportunities and
the lack of organization between the different
campus and community groups in presenting
them to students.
Rice runs several websites (the service organization pages of the Office of Student Activities and Community Involvement Center
websites) with lists of volunteer opportunities
and organizations, but some groups are inactive or have outdated information, and others
are not even included on the list. Like many of
the Rice websites we all know and love, these
service sites are far from user friendly.
Rice Service Council is the umbrella service organization on campus, created with
the Community Involvement Center in 2009 to
oversee a collaborative network between Rice
student volunteer organizations. Ideally, this
would allow the many different service groups
on campus (Rice Student Volunteer Program,
Partnership for the Advancement and Immersion of Refugees, Best Buddies, etc.) to
be viewed as working parts of a larger, more
comprehensive whole, when in actuality, they
are still very much viewed as disjunctive.
Though it is wonderful to have specialized
organizations for different types of service,
the lack of connection and organization be-
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Stumble About, Featuring
David Leebron
WHAT: Happy Hour
WHEN: Feb. 1, 4-8 p.m.
WHERE: Willy’s Pub
COST: Free
What could be better than stumbling about with David Leebron
with a mouth full of Pub Nugz? Head
over to Willy’s Pub this Friday to
enjoy $1 quesadillas, $2 Shiner and
$3 Pub Nugz. Show Leebron a good
time, and have a chat about servery
grilled chicken or how if we turn on
the sprinklers when it rains, we’re
going to have a bad time. Make sure
to stop by and give him a hearty
handshake – he loves that.

20th Annual Iranian
Film Festival
WHEN: . Feb. 1-2, 7-9 p.m.
WHERE: Film Auditorium at
Rice Cinema
COST: $5 general admission,
free for all students
Granted, I have never seen an Iranian film, but if this is the 20th Annual Iranian Film Festival, then I’m
willing to bet these films are the
best of the best. Rice Cinema will
be showing two different films; the
schedule of screenings is to be announced. They are offering viewers
a tsunami of cultural awesomeness
for only $5.

saturday

2

Rice vs. St. Edwards Rugby
WHEN: Feb. 2, 1:30 p.m.
WHERE: Rice Rugby Field
Who knows what’s going on during
a rugby game? Doesn’t matter. Rice
rugby rules. See you at the game.

Lovett College presents:
Casino Party, Skyfall
WHEN: . Feb. 2, 10 p.m.-2 a.m.
WHERE: Lovett College Commons
Head on over to the toaster Saturday evening for a night you will
probably forget. Oh, and bring $1
to donate to the Texas Children’s
Hospital. You will get the chance
to enter a raffle in which you could
win prizes from Thai Spice, the
Chocolate Bar, Papa John’s Pizza
and Fleshlight. Leebron will also be
hanging out (Two nights in a row?
Party animal.).

Sunday

3

Master’s Recital
WHEN: Feb. 3, 12:30-2 p.m.
WHERE: Duncan Recital Hall, Alice
Pratt Brown Hall
Janny Joo will be honoring
Beethoven, Poulenc and Gershwin
with her beautiful violin playing.

tween them leads to confusion and difficulty
from the perspective of students seeking
volunteer opportunities.
A group of students is currently working
to compile the websites of each individual
student volunteer group into one collective,
systematized online volunteer site. This site
should be organized in a way to make it easy
for students to search for community service
opportunities that match their interests and
availabilities. Such sites exist and work efficiently at other universities, and developing one for Rice is definitely achievable. Just
as importantly, we must make a greater effort
to systematize the organization between the
various volunteer groups on campus under an
overarching system and leverage the strengths
of each group into a sustainable, stronger
and ultimately more successful community
of service.
Once there is a more organized system of
volunteering in place, there is one other problem to solve: getting the word out about it.
Currently, many of the sources of information
about service opportunities at Rice are seemingly hidden from the students’ view.
RSVP, an organization created as a community service liaison between Rice University and the Houston community, meets once
a week to provide members with information
about social issues in the city and opportunities to go out into the community and work
toward solving them. However, while around
1,000 students are on the email list, the regular participation and number of active members is much lower and harder to measure.
And yet a larger number of students have
not even heard of this organization or many
of the other service-centered organizations
on campus.

Fliers and posters are posted across campus, advertising several large events a year,
such as Outreach Day, which draw greater
numbers of students to volunteer. Emails are
sent out weekly with announcements by college representatives from campus volunteer
organizations with information about many
community-organized events Rice students
can participate in. But fliers go unnoticed under piles of other papers scattered across dining tables, and emails go unread among tens
of new messages every day. Simply put, this
current methodology for publicizing volunteer
opportunities never seems to be quite enough
to inform students of regular or long-term opportunities for service in the community.
Therefore, student volunteer groups must
take new measures to publicize volunteer
events and volunteer organizations because
once students are more widely aware of what
service opportunities are available, they will
be more likely to participate. Another avenue
through which publicity can be increased is
the service committees at each college rather
than just within student volunteer organizations. As colleges themselves announce service opportunities to their members, they will
be able to publicize service on a more personal
scale while efficiently and effectively reaching
more people and fostering a greater group dynamic of service.
Change will not happen overnight, and it
will not happen with continued oversight of
the systemic issues. The only way to revive a
volunteering culture is to reform the volunteering system. The secret of service needs to
be revealed.
Cathy Hu is a
Martel College freshman.
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Toro y Moi

6

Cooking Class: Sushi with
Sushi Chef Chris Nemoto

WHAT: Musical concert
WHEN: Feb. 4, 8 p.m.
WHERE: Fitzgerald’s, Houston
COST: $14/$16
It’s Monday night, and you’re sitting around doing nothing. Why
not leave Rice for once and explore
Houston? Head over to Fitzgerald’s
to listen to Toro y Moi’s relaxed
electronica music. Bring a date.
Bring your roommate. Bring at least
$20 because it ain’t free.

Tuesday

Wednesday

5

Liz Magic Lazer’s
Performing Authenticity
WHAT: Live performance and videos
WHEN: Feb. 5, 7 p.m. - 12 a.m.
WHERE: Film Auditorium, Rice
Media Center
In the mood for some abstract art?
It’s a long walk, but head to the
Rice Media Center for some culture.

Catch Me If You Can
WHAT: Theatrical performance
WHEN: Feb. 5-7, 7:30 p.m.
WHERE: Houston Hobby Center
for the Performing Arts
COST: Tickets from $30-$81

WHEN: Feb. 4, 8 p.m.
WHERE: Central Market
on Westheimer Road
COST: $65
I know it’s exspensive, but how cool
would it be to tell your friends you
learned how to make sushi from a
legitimate chef and not from a random YouTube video? Giada would
be so proud.

Thursday

7

The Mystery Plays
WHEN: . Feb. 7-9, 8-10 p.m.
WHERE: Hamman Hall
Watch some twists and turns in Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa’s two one-act
plays. They will apparently give
you goosebumps.

Rice vs. A&M Tennis
WHEN: . Feb. 7, 1 p.m.
WHERE: Jake Hess Tennis Stadium
Tennis is fun. Skip class and enjoy
watching our Rice athletes slam
A&M’s balls across a tennis court.

4

NEWS

STUDENT ASSOCIATION MINUTES

The following were noted at the most recent meeting of the Student
Association on Jan. 28.
■■

SA President Sanjula Jain gave an update on the Wellbeing Working Group, stating that there were a large number of applicants and that the mission of the
group was still being established. Jain announced that Dean of Undergraduates
John Hutchinson, Associate Dean of Undergraduates Donald Ostdiek and Dean
of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies Paula Sanders will be holding a mental
health forum directed toward graduate students on Feb. 1 at noon in the Rice
Memorial Center grand hall. Another forum directed toward undergraduates will
take place Feb. 4 at 9 p.m. in Farnsworth Pavilion.

■■

Jain said she and University Representative Y. Ping Sun wanted to pilot a faculty
week or day for Rice faculty to come and eat in college serveries. She asked for
input and help deciding on the duration, when it should be held and whether it
should be done over lunches or dinners. Send your ideas to your college senator.

■■

Jain announced the formation of the Barbara and David Gibbs Recreation Center
advisory board and said it was looking for two undergraduate students. The goal
of the board is to evaluate the wellness and fitness of Rice and whether the Recreation Center is fulfilling its mission.

■■

This year’s Blanket Tax Committee gave its report and recommendations for
each of the blanket tax organizations. Of the 12 organizations presented, KTRU,
it’s Emergency Fund, RSVP and the Honor Council were recommended for further
discussion, typically due to incomplete documentation.

■■ Two

organizations presented their case for blanket tax changes. Rice Program
Council moved for an increase of $3 per student, citing the new Night Owl Antics
programs. The Rice Endowment for Sustainable Energy Technology, which funds environmental projects around campus, asked for permanent status as a blanket tax
organization. RESET was set to expire after three years. RESET will be hosting two
information sessions: Feb. 4 in the Duncan College library and Feb. 10 in the RMC.

■■ Baker College senator Jarrod Boyd proposed a resolution for increased training and

support for chief justices. Boyd cited the increased importance of chief justices in
future revisions of the alcohol policy.

■■
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Jain introduced ballot measures to be voted on by the student senate in two
weeks. The amendments would remove outdated language in the KTRU constitution, clarify the University Court constitution in light of procedural changes made
in spring 2012, add a plea option for students in UCourt proceedings that would
allow them to admit a violation but disagree with the sanction, allow UCourt
members up to three absences per semester instead of per year before being
removed, update RTV5 constitutional language relating to staff and establish the
maintenance of the new universal SA calendar as a duty of the SA secretary.

The Student Association will next meet Feb. 4 at 9 p.m. at Farnsworth Pavilion

Call for 2013 Humanities
Summer Research Internships
The Humanities Research Center will award
summer internships to undergraduates with
strong backgrounds in the humanities.
• Work with cutting-edge faculty on their
innovative humanities-based research project.
• Paid - students will receive a stipend of $3000

0from
RONDELET
page 1
Alumni Gala, Esperanza, the Rice Design Alliance
Gala and the Luncheon Honoring the Houston
Community,” Student Center Assistant Director
and RPC adviser Julie Neisler said. “With so many
invested departments for the entire weekend, it
took some time to figure out exact costs for each
department.”
According to Neisler, RPC received the final
budget breakdown for Esperanza Jan. 28, and
by that time, desirable Rondelet venues such
as Minute Maid Park and Toyota Center were
already booked.
“Many students don’t realize that event
planning is often a semester-long or even a
yearlong process,” Yuh said. “For example,
our Esperanza venue for fall 2013 will be
booked by May. We typically begin looking
at Rondelet venues as early as September,
and we were unable to do so this year.”
Additionally, Neisler said there is no
available day for Rondelet to take place because every weekend is booked with public
parties, Beer Bike and other RPC events. Yuh
said she feels optimistic about bringing Rondelet back in the future.

RUPD class teaches tricks
of the trade to civilians
by Sana Yaklur
Thresher Staff

If you have ever wondered what it is like
to be a police officer, you are in luck. Starting
Feb. 12, the Rice University Police Department
will be hosting its ninth annual Citizens Police Academy that is designed to give students
insight into life behind the badge. The Academy is free and open to not only Rice students
and faculty, but also members of the Houston
community.
According to Captain Clemente Rodriguez,
the class will give its students a behind-thescenes look at the life of a police officer.
“The class shows some of the things that
we do and why we do those things,” Rodriguez
said. “It shows everything from how we patrol
the campus to how we do traffic stops. It also
shows what kind of training police officers go
through.”
RUPD officers will primarily be teaching
the class, but RUPD will also be bringing in officers from outside Rice for some of the classes,
including officers from the Houston Police Department, Rodriguez said. RUPD will also bring
in staff from the Harris County Office of the District Attorney to teach criminal law.
The class is sponsored by RUPD to encourage more people to learn about the inner workings of the police department and gain a better
appreciation for law enforcement, according to
Rodriguez.
Along with giving a look at the life of a police officer, the CPA will also teach its students
about personal safety, Rodriguez said.
“We hope to give our students an increased
awareness of how to keep themselves and their
families safe,” Rodriguez said. “We also teach
them about the dangers of drinking and driv-

Please visit http://hrc.rice.edu/internships/
to view a list of the project opportunities and to
apply.

••••••••••••••••••••••
Students must be resident in Houston for the majority of the
summer. This internship requires approximately 200 over the
summer. Contact laurenk@rice.edu with questions.

Humanities Research Center • MS 620
P.O. Box 1892 • Houston, TX 77251-1892
ph 713-348-2770 • fax 713-348-2729
http://hrc.rice.edu • hrc@rice.edu

ing through simulations. [The students] really
seem to enjoy that.”
The number of participants is capped at 25,
but Rodriguez would prefer a class of 15 to 18
students.
“If we go over 18, it’s harder to give the students as much attention since the class is three
hours once a week,” Rodriguez said.
The class will meet every Tuesday for nine
weeks, Rodriguez said. People can sign up for
the class by filling out a form online at rupd.
rice.edu.
According to Rodriguez, students in the
academy will get a lot out of their experience.
“Ideally, a student would get a better appreciation for police work and their personal
safety,” Rodriguez said. “Also, during the class,
they get to do traffic stops, which they seem to
enjoy, and learn how we shoot our weapons
through a firearm simulator. We also take them
to a firing range.”
Rodriguez will be one of the instructors
for the class, and he appreciates being able to
teach the CPA.
“It gives me an opportunity to interact with
different community members, as well as an
opportunity to get to meet the community and
answer some of their questions about police
work,” Rodriguez said. “It’s really a privilege
to get to teach this academy, and I’m honored
when people sign up for this.”
Martel College senior Devon Morera likes
the idea of the CPA.
“I think it sounds like a cool idea,” she
said. “Given that I don’t think a lot of Rice
students are going to become police officers, it’s a good way to learn something new.
Also, it could give Rice students a chance to
solve some of the disconnect between RUPD
and the students.”

RUPD POLICE BLOTTER

The following items were reported to the Rice University Police Department
for the period Jan. 21-28, 2013.
Residential Colleges

DEADLINE: Monday,
Feburary 18, 2013

Baker College senior Claire Garney said
she was not upset about the lack of Rondelet
this year.
“I haven’t gone in the past, and of the
RPC formal events, I’ve only been to Esperanza my freshman and senior years,” Garney
said. “Esperanza was really fun this year,
but I feel like that is because it coincided
with the Centennial. I’m not sure if Rondelet
would have been as good.”
Brown College senior Kevin Jackson said
he went to Rondelet his sophomore year and
enjoyed it.
“The venue was great because it was
close — in the medical center — and had a
balcony that allowed for a great city view
and an escape when one got tired of dancing,” Jackson said. “I am sad that Rondelet
isn’t happening this year but that might be
because this is my last semester at Rice and
I love the possibility of establishing more
great college memories.”
Future RPC events include Crush Party
on Feb. 7 from 9-11 p.m. at Willy’s Pub and
H2007 Assassins March 6-13. For a full list of
RPC events, visit rpc.rice.edu.

Brown College

Jan. 25

Will Rice College

Jan. 26

Sid Richardson College

Jan. 27

Other Buildings

Fondren Library

Theft of RUPD bait bicycle, adult
arrested
Simple assault by a publicly intoxicated minor who was in possession of alcohol. Referred to
SJP.
Theft of a bicycle wheel, active investigation

Jan. 25

Illegal use of credit cards, adult
arrested

Rice Graduate Apartments

Jan. 24

Lovett Lot
South College Lot

Jan. 25
Jan. 27

Entrance 25

Jan. 27

Failure to stop and give information, active investigation
Criminal trespass, adult arrested
Minor in possession of alcohol,
appeared publicly intoxicated
and urinated in public. Referred
to SJP.
Theft of a bicycle wheel, active investigation.

Other Locations
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Ex-CEO of Continental Beloved Hispanic studies
gives leadership advice professor passes away
by Tina Nazerian
Thresher Staff

Rice students got a lesson in leadership
Tuesday night as they listened to Rice Trustee and former CEO of Continental Airlines
speak in a talk organized by the current residential college presidents.
Kellner focused on six “p-words” – plan,
priorities, people, passion, perception and
principle. He illustrated many of these
points using examples of the successes and
failures of Continental Airlines during the
1990s. He said planning and flexibility in
planning are essential to success.
“If you don’t know where you’re going,
any road will get you there,” Kellner said.
“You [have to] have a plan. [That] doesn’t
mean the plan can’t change; [it] doesn’t
mean you can’t fine-tune the plan, but you
[have to] have a plan.”
Kellner said in addition to forming plans,
leaders should select the right people to execute the plans.
“Having the right people doesn’t just
mean having great people; it means having
great people doing the job they’re well suited for,” Kellner said.
Kellner also gave advice on leadership,
expressing his opinion on what makes a
good leader.
“You need to be passionate about what
you do,” Kellner said. “You [have to] believe
in it, people can tell the difference between
a leader who doesn’t care and a leader who
does care. If you find yourself in a job where
you say you hate coming to work every day,
get a new job. Get out of that job.”
Jones College president Julian Castro said
one of the goals of the college presidents
was to increase professional development
opportunities. After the college presidents
had dinner with multiple Rice board mem-
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McDonald said the problem of empty
beds could be avoided in the future if students planned in their leases for the increased number of beds that open up in the
spring semester.
“We hear that students typically sign
one-year leases when they move off in the
fall and have no choice but to stay through
the spring, otherwise breaking their lease,”
McDonald said. “Our advice … for those who
really wish to live on campus is that they
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interest of all students here at Rice. We had
to dig into the specifics and confirm that no
money was being wasted.”
According to Agrawal, the role of the
Blanket Tax Committee is to be objective in
its analysis.
“One of [the Blanket Tax Committee’s]
main things is not to analyze organizations
subjectively,” Agrawal said. “We’re not going
to say [whether] KTRU is liked by students or
[whether] students enjoy Sammy’s Picnic or
[Rice Program Council’s] Esperanza. We’re
going to stay objective. For example, when
we say RPC deserves an increase, we do so
because of their [events’] increased attendance.”
At the presentation, Duncan College
sophomore Brian Baran said he disagreed
with how the committee went about making
its recommendations.
“There’s supposed to be separation between the initial review and the deeper investigation, but that separation didn’t occur,” Baran, a Thresher copy editor, said in
an interview. “Instead, they combined the
standing and contingency committees, contrary to what’s written in the bylaws.”
Baran said he felt the process was not carried out in accordance with the letter or spirit
of the procedures.
“The committee took what should be
a case-by-case process of analyzing separately each blanket tax organization’s use of
blanket tax funds and instead applied a set
of overarching criteria, ignoring the different purposes each organization has,” Baran
said. “The committee did not have the au-

bers last fall, Kellner offered to give a talk,
Castro said.
“He offered to talk about professional
development and … his experience as CEO
because that’s his background,” Castro, a
senior, said. “That’s his specialty, so we
just thought it was a great idea to host it in
a college because it brings him closer to the
students and it provides more of an intimate
setting.”
Three students from each college and one
Student Association representative had the
opportunity to speak with Kellner at a reception before the talk, Brown College president
Ivan Huang said.
Dean of Undergraduates John Hutchinson said he thought the talk taught Rice students an important lesson.
“I think the opportunity to hear about the
successes and failures and the variations in
the plans that people have is a great lesson for students who are aspiring to great
things,” Hutchinson said.
Martel College junior Kenneth Misner
said Kellner’s message of communication
was a key point of the speech.
“The most important thing I got was his
explanation of how he communicated with
others and how communication is so important,” Misner said.
Huang said he hopes this talk can be the
first of many.
“I think a few of the presidents were
hoping this could kick off a series where
residential colleges can invite entrepreneurs
throughout Houston and board members as
well to come talk,” Huang said. “I think it
supports the residential college system. It
also allows students to have other resources to develop themselves professionally. It
bridges the gap between the board of trustees and the students. Anytime you can bring
them a little closer, that’s good.”

sign a semester-long lease in the fall, allowing them to come on in the spring when beds
are more readily available.”
Zhou said she signed her lease based on
the assumption that she would be living off
campus for the entire school year without
the option of moving back on.
“I had the understanding that I wouldn’t
be able to move back on campus for the
spring,” Zhou said. “I wish I had known
about this policy before I signed my lease,
but now it wouldn’t really be fair to my
roommates at this point. I can’t just break
off my lease because there’s a fee, and it’s
unrealistic to find a subletter now.”
thority to create these criteria; that power
rests with the elected Student Senate.”
Brown College freshman Eric Yin said he
did not know about the blanket tax but that
he would support it only if certain organizations received his money.
“What blanket tax?” Yin said. “If it goes
toward organizations like the SA, RPC or
Thresher that provide services to students,
I’m totally in support of [it].”
Agrawal said he liked the blanket tax system because it allows students to signify to
the Rice administration what is important to
the undergraduate community.
“I think it’s a good system,” Agrawal
said. “I really do like it. If there’s a need, it
provides a different way to fulfill that need.
[The Rice Endowment for Sustainable Energy
Technology] is an example of that. It shows
students care. Because [the] administration
hadn’t taken that step, students took that
step and said, ‘We’ll take the tuition increase
because we care.’ But now, [the] administration is paying attention. [Facilities Engineering and Planning] is picking up projects now
and recognizing that this is a correction that
can be made.”
According to Agrawal, organizations like
RESET are significant in effecting long-term
change in university policy.
“The blanket tax in RESET’s case is the
middle step to the administration that there
are environmental needs that students
want,” Agrawal said. “It’s a slow transition,
but it’s a transition that will occur. So perhaps RESET [will be gone in] 20 years, or
maybe 5 years, whenever [the] administration takes over. It’ll push them. If we don’t do
anything, [the] administration won’t recognize the needs. It’s nicer to show results and
say, ‘[So-and-so] is actually going to save so
much in the next few years.’”

by Elizabeth Finley

“Professor Perez
gave us observations in metaphors
that engaged our
minds, thoughtful
words that spurred
our confidence and
stories that made us
laugh.”

For The Thresher

On Jan. 19, associate professor of Spanish
Jose Bernardo Perez yielded to his hard-fought
battle against lung cancer.
According to numerous colleagues, students
and friends, Perez was a cherished professor at
Rice, where he dedicated himself to teaching
Spanish language and culture for over 33 years.
He also served as the Hispanic Studies Program’s undergraduate adviser and the faculty
sponsor for the Catholic Student Center.
Perez was born Sept. 12, 1948, in Villagarcia
de Arousa of Pontevedra in Galicia, Spain. He
earned a degree in humanities from the University of Granada in 1972 before moving to the
United States, where he received his doctorate
in Spanish from the University of Iowa in 1984.
The official obituary published on the Bradshaw-Carter Memorial and Funeral Services
website states, “[Perez] is survived and will
be greatly missed by his wife Gloria, daughter
Cristina, son Daniel, sister Estrella, brotherin-law Pedro, niece Susana, his stepchildren
and grandchildren, and his extended family in
Spain.”
According to Martel College junior Kenneth
Misner, Perez was passionate about Spanish
culture and language, especially poetry, and his
love for these topics was reflected in his teaching — both inside and outside of the classroom.
“He loved poetry and truly inspired me to
further my artistic skills in the avant-garde
class, and he shed a new light on the history
of Spain through the works he selected for the
novel class,” Misner said.
Perez received the Nicolas Salgo Distinguished Teacher Award at Rice. According to
Margaret Dunaway (Will Rice ’80), a former student and friend of Perez, his love for teaching
and his constant pursuit of knowledge greatly
impacted his students.
“By voting for Professor Perez to receive this
honor, his students were returning some measure of the gifts we had all received from him,”

- Margaret Dunaway
Bernardo Perez

Photo courtesy Rice
News and Media

Dunaway said. “Perez gave us observations in
metaphors that engaged our minds, thoughtful
words that spurred our confidence and stories
that made us laugh.”
Associate professor of Spanish Lane Kauffman gave the eulogy at the memorial service
for Perez.
“[Perez] was just, fair-minded and levelheaded; ever gracious, decent and kind,” Kauffman said. “He was a good team player and, all
in all, a wonderful colleague. Above all, he was
a good person.”
Kauffman said Perez not only gave countless hours to his classes and colleagues, but
also further influenced his students as the
undergraduate adviser for the Department of
Hispanic Studies.
“In that role, he nurtured generations of
majors — always in a professional, but also in
a gentle, personal manner — encouraging and
guiding them to integrate humanistic and scientific subjects in their education,and helping
them to get a running start in their next phase of
life,” Kauffman said.
Misner said Perez’s influence led him to further broaden his abilities and major in Hispanic
studies.
“His compassion and patience for his students really made him one of my most beloved
professors,” Misner said. “He will [be] and already is very deeply missed.”
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New social media interface comes to OWL-Space
by Dixita Viswanath
Thresher Staff

Bored of Facebook and Twitter? Sitting in
class and already paged through all of Reddit?
Now you can use another social media outlet to
vent your feelings to the general public. OWLSpace offers its own options to connect with
your friends and professors at Rice. Last August,
OWL-Space rolled out a new social networking
tool that allows Rice students to connect with
each other, Director of Academic and Research
Computing Gary Kidney said. This addition can
be used by students, faculty and staff alike.
OWL-Space is built on a platform called
Sakai, according to Kidney. Sakai proposed this
upgrade a few years back and has worked on
the change primarily to keep up with the social
media trend.

According to Vice Provost for Information
Technology Kamran Khan, integrating social
media into OWL-Space is the next logical step
in fostering social connections.
“Adding tools that allow deeper and richer
conversations within an online learning environment is an important step forward,” Khan
said. “As social networking and media have
gained such importance in modern culture, enabling those capabilities in support of learning
is natural.”
Senior Instructional Technology Specialist
Angela Rabuck said this feature can be accessed
by anyone who has an OWL-Space account. The
OWL-Space profile tool located under the “My
Workspace” tab currently allows users to form
“connections” with other users on OWL-Space.
Rabuck said users can search for connections
either by name or by common interests, similar

Can make a life-changing cheesecake.

Is the current skee-ball champion of the universe.

to the way users can add friends on Facebook.
Searching can be expanded to all OWL-Space
users or limited to users in a specific course. Users can link their OWL-Space accounts to their
Facebook or Twitter accounts and can update
both concurrently, Rabuck said.
Next August, Sakai plans to introduce a new
global chat feature within OWL-Space allowing
users to chat with any other user viewing the
same course site. A user can go offline whenever
needed, Kidney said.
A few classes are already using this feature to
form connections between students and faculty.
Khan said Rice’s Information Technology Department hopes to see its use increase in the future.
Professor of Chemistry Julianne Yost said she
uses OWL-Space extensively in her classroom
to post assignments, send out announcements
and communicate with her students; however,

she said she is skeptical about the new OWLSpace features.
“I was always taught to keep my personal
life separate from my Rice life,” Yost said. “I
have had students friend request me on Facebook before, and I have always told them that
I would accept them after they graduated
[from Rice].”
Will Rice College junior Patrick Jacobson
said he believes these new features will connect
professors and students and provide another
means of communication between the two.
“I feel like it [will] be helpful [because it
will] make it easier for professors to connect
with students,” Jacobson said. “In my experience, whenever a professor has difficulty
navigating OWL-Space or talking to students,
it makes the students’ lives much harder than
[they have to be].”

How will YOU spice IT up?

Is a travel-buff who's been to 38 countries!

At Capital One , we search the
world to find talented people, and
then provide them opportunities
to achieve greatness.
®

Applicants for the Capital One Undergraduate Scholarship Program
are talented, motivated, and ready
to make a difference in the world.
Qualification requirements:
Freshman or Sophomore students
Minimum GPA of 3.4 out of 4.0
Demonstrated leadership skills/
experience
Community involvement
Enrolled at Rice University, pursuing
an undergraduate degree

Application Steps:
Ensure you meet the qualification
requirements
Submit application, cover letter,
resume, and a copy of your transcript to cap1recruiting@gmail.com
by no later than February 8, 2013
Copies of the application can be
found at the Rice Career Center or
by e-mailing your recruiter

Questions?

Contact your campus recruiter at
elisha.bejsovec@capitalone.com
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Just keep drinking at Reef happy hour

Blast from the past:

Hey Arnold!
by Bruna Costa

For the Thresher

by Marie Walsh

Thresher Editorial Staff
Having heard from several people that Reef,
the chic seafood restaurant in Midtown, had an
incredible happy hour menu, I figured it was my
civic duty as a college happy hour columnist to
investigate such claims.
Taking a seat at the bar, I was greeted by a
highly attentive staff despite the fact that the
restaurant was considerably full for 5:30 p.m. on
a Thursday. The clientele was an eclectic mix of
college students, recent college graduates and
middle-aged corporate power-suited persons.
The ambiance, though upscale, was very relaxed
with its “The Girl From Ipanema” type background music, dim mood lighting, soothing blue
wall colors and illuminated bar. After perusing
the menu, I was intrigued by a number of specialty drinks.
Having walked in with a hankering for a good
old-fashioned mojito, I chose to order that to
start, even though it was not on the happy hour
menu. Watching the bartender prepare the fresh

Reef: B+
Location: 2600 Travis St.
Phone Number: (713) 526-8282
Price Range: $
Recommended menu items:
blood orange margarita, shrimp
shooters
The rundown: Take the METRORail to
Reef; the $5 happy hour mixed drinks
are too irresistable to try just one.

mint mojito with precision before me, I wondered how it would taste. For all the intricacy it
takes to make a complicated yet successful craft
drink, it can be quite surprising how even standard mixed drinks can be botched. Fortunately,
this was not the case at Reef, and my mojito was
an enjoyable accompaniment to the delectable

$1 shrimp shooters on the happy hour menu. My
friend who took part in this hour of happiness delighted in her $5 Milagro skinny margarita with
shrimp shooters as well.
The fairly heavy-handed mixed drinks required food to accompany them. I ordered a $5
goat cheese, arugula and olive flatbread pizza
that was quite savory, while my friend ordered
equally enjoyable beef sliders with caramelized
onions. The kitchen was efficient in getting the
food to our napkin-clad section of the bar, and
the bartender was conveniently available to assist us in supplying a second round of drinks.
Round two was dedicated to the blood orange
margarita. This margarita exceeded expectations.
With a piquant, citric and not overly fruity flavor,
the blood orange infused well with the tequila.
Other popular drink options were the $4
wells, $5 Tijuana Jerry’s and $5 Stoli vodka in
any flavor.
Around 7 p.m., it was time to part ways from
my newfound blood orange margarita love. Sliding out of my seat at the bar, my parting words
to Reef were that we would certainly meet again.

Phamily Bites adds island flair to food truck fare
by Farrah Madanay
A&E Editor

I am not ashamed to say it: I like spam. Though
I have grown to appreciate Texas’ crawfish tails,
chicken fried steak and turkey legs, my distance
from the Aloha state has induced a furious craving for the spam and eggs breakfast plate from
McDonald’s; spam, chili and rice from beach potlucks; and spam musubis (fried spam atop a block
of rice and wrapped in nori dried seaweed) from
mom’s kitchen. When I first read “classic spam
musubi, $3” on Phamily Bites’ menu, I had three
immediate reactions: 1) Is this real life? 2) This is
the world’s best food truck; and 3) Phamily Bites
better not mess up the spam musubi; it is already
a stigmatized snack and does not need another
blow to its delicious ego.
The classic spam musubi is just one of the
Asian-inspired late night bites on Phamily Bites’
menu. The three owners have brought sriracha to
Houston’s streets, including the curb of Rice University’s Mudd Lab Road every Tuesday evening,
with Vietnamese pho and banh mi sandwiches.
When not at Rice, the food truck and its phopun-filled menu can be found anywhere from the
Museum of Fine Arts Houston on Montrose Boulevard to Liberty Station on
Washington Avenue. Though painted a
conspicuous yellow, the truck meshes

THE
WEEKLY
SCENE
Farrah’s picks for events
outside the hedges, both
around Rice and in the
Houston area, for this week.

with the Houston urbanscape with its graffiti art
detail, suggestive motto “Get pho cup’d,” and order/pickup window with an interactive camera
and large TV monitor.
In addition to the spam musubi, I bought the
dac biet (special combo) pho cup and the vandalizer banh mi sandwich. The pho was served in
more of a bowl than a cup, and the noodles needed to be stirred and thawed in the poured-over
beef noodle soup. The dac biet was served with tai
(eye of round) and bo vien (beef meatballs). The
eye of round, though a low-grade beef, was tender
and cooked well-done, but the beef meatballs had
a rubbery consistency and looked more like mystery meat than the spam.
The vandalizer sandwich, self-slathered with
sriracha sauce, was a spicy, filling take on banh
mi. Though the shaken filet mignon beef was an
upgrade from tofu and chargrilled pork, the garnish of mayonnaise, red onions, watercress and
jalapenos was sadly unoriginal for what I expect
from food-truck fare.
Despite these mishaps, Phamily Bites redeemed itself with its spam musubi. One of the
owners had spent time in Hawaii and brought
the quick-and-easy recipe back to the mainland

Phamily
Bites: B
Find it: www.phamilybites.com
Phone Number: 832.598.8746
Price Range: $
Recommended menu items:
classic spam musubi
The rundown: An Asian-inspired
food truck with pho and banh mi.

for a multicultural twist on Phamily Bites’ menu.
I prefer to sweeten the spam musubi by cooking
the slice of spam on a skillet in brown sugar and
soy sauce, but the teriyaki marinade provided a
similar sweetening effect. The marinade seeped
into and softened the rice, but it also ripped the
nori wrap, a spam musubi-making faux pas.
For its convenience on campus, Phamily Bites
is worth a try, but Les Givral Sandwich and Cafe
offers larger portions of similar fare at cheaper
prices. However, despite its poor construction, the
spam musubi still put me
over the rainbow.

We are going to try something a little outdated here, so let’s just kick it old school and
see what happens. We are going back to a
time before swag and YOLO began crippling
our pop culture lives. So pump up the jams
and prepare to jump around like House of
Pain because we are re-entering the realm
of ’90s greatness. “Blast from the Past” is a
column of nonstop nostalgia, striving to remember and reconnect with our childhood
past. With Netflix, Hulu and Sunday morning reruns, our beloved television show
favorites of old can still be watched and rewatched during our college years.
This week starts with Nicktoons gold, Hey
Arnold! This show is a real gem among the
treasure trove of ’90s cartoons, particularly
because it has such a wide array of eclectic
characters and well-thought character development. The cartoon follows football-head
Arnold and his off-the-wall life in Hillwood,
a fictional city resembling a New York City
borough. This urban backdrop provides an
outlet for the clever antics of dynamic duo
Gerald and Arnold. The animation is solid,
providing a vast landscape of the city while
also giving fans a host of goofy-looking and
memorable characters.
Animator and show creator Craig
Bartlett’s characters have bizarre behaviors
along with comedic undertones of psychosis.
There is Helga, whose obsessive unrequited
love for Arnold, complete with a secret shrine
and ritual journal readings, waxes poetic.
Her declarations of love are constantly interrupted by a creepy wheezing noise from
Brainy, whose sound is audible only when
he stealthily finds himself alone with Helga.
Chocolate Boy makes sure to get his fix of,
well, chocolate. Recall his words, “No, no,
no. I need these.” Lastly, there is my personal favorite, Arnold’s grandma Gertie, who
seems to remain in a perpetual state of delirium as she runs around sporting a black belt.
The cool character award goes to Gerald,
“keeper of the tales,” who so eloquently spins
together stories of the great legends: Monkey
Man, Stoop Kid and Pigeon Man. His stories
have been passed down from kid generation
to kid generation. Gerald was essentially the
cartoon version of Morgan Freeman, except
he rocked a ridiculous flattop, and likely, I
suspect, went home every night to listen to A
Tribe Called Quest. The cool factor continues
to Arnold’s room, a luxurious architectural
splendor tucked beneath what appears to be
an old wooden attic. This was a secret room
loaded with remote-controlled furniture, a
blaring speaker system and a fantastic skylight. It was a kid’s dream room.
Rewatch some episodes and revisit some
of the show’s songs. Hey Arnold! classic “I
Saw Your Face and Wow” is the greatest onehit wonder of all time.
Bruna Costa is a Hanszen College senior.
“Blast from the Past” reminisces on beloved
television shows from the ’90s and early ’00s.

ARTS MARKET

CATCH THIS

Valentine’s Day shopping
does not need to include
teddy bears and roses? Show
your crush your cultured side
by getting him or her a piece
of local art at the First Saturday Arts Market. Tomorrow
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., visual
artists will be selling and
showcasing their art in the
historic Houston Heights.

Live the high life and head to
the Hobby Center to see Catch
Me if You Can. Though bereft
of Leonardo DiCaprio, the
Broadway adaptation will dash
through Sarofim Hall Feb. 5
through Feb. 10. Catch the true
story onstage with performances at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 5-7, 8
p.m. on Feb 8-9, 2 p.m. on Feb
9-10 and 2:30 p.m. on Feb. 10.

Add a little intrigue to your life
and listen to New York Times
best-selling author Ally Carter
talk about her suspense novel
Perfect Scoundrels. Carter will
discuss and sign her novel at
Blue Willow Bookshop Feb. 5
at 7 p.m. The event is free.

The prestigious al-Sabah
Collection, considered one
of the world’s greatest collections of Islamic art, is
coming to the Houston Museum of Fine Arts. Visit today through Feb. 8 to see
treasured jewelry, ceramics
and other pieces from the
eighth to 18th centuries. Admission is $6 with a Rice ID.

Houston Heights
548 W. 19th st. at Lawrence St.

Hobby Center Sarofim Hall
800 Bagby St.
catchmeontour.com

Blue Willow BookShop
14532 Memorial Drive
bluewillowbookshop.com

Museum of fine arts
1001 Bissonnet St.
www.mfah.org

Firstsaturdayartsmarket.com

ALLY CARTER
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The second-annual undergraduate-led CelebrateART festival showcased Rice University student art in a multiplicity of forms, from
paintings to one acts, acoustic musicians to craft couture designers. With the aim to restore the balance between letters, science
and art, as per the Rice motto, the festival provided a two day
period of time for students to express their artistic creativity
and delight in the talents of their peers. The festival kicked
off at noon on Jan. 25 with a drum circle in the central quadrangle, performance art in Ray courtyard and art galleries
in the Rice Memorial Center. Between the kick-off and the
finale film-screening on Jan. 26, highlights of the festival
included the BALTRA thrift shop, a capella performances,
RTV5’s video telephone interactive booth, the art gallery
reception featuring music by the Jon Hua Quintet, a craft
couture show and a full-house comedy show by Kinda
Sketchy. Whether visitors came to peruse the art galleries in a Leebron-inspired festival T-shirt, free paint in the
Saint Arnold Brewing Company-sponsored beer garden,
buy handmade necklaces at the art market, or free sketch
outdoors while listening to singer-songwriters croon over
their guitars and pianos, they were able to indulge in the
arts, regardless of their major or background.

gloria Quintanilla/Thresher

Michelle Lo/Thresher

Drawn to the voices and instruments of their peers, students
grabbed seats under the shade in
Ray Courtyard, slid into the pews
of the Rice Memorial Chapel and
pulled up sofas and armchairs in
the Grand Hall to listen to musicians and bands. The music was a
colorful line-up that included singer-keyboardist Giulia Campana;
Duncan band Jesus, the Crazy and
the Bad Kids; a capella group Low
Keys; and music major and organist Sarah Sabol. Physics and Astronomy Professor Frank Toffoletto
gave a talk about the physics of
music and Professor of Composition and Theory Anthony Brandt
inspired visitors with a talk on why
we need music and art. DJ Chaney
offered a workshop on disc jockeying, and student technicians Sean
Harger and Cody Shilling were the
wizards of Oz behind the stages of
all the performances.

gloria Quintanilla/Thresher
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It was a craft couture show, not a fashion show. With an emphasis on designing and
constructing accessories to create otherwordly outfits, the craft couture designers sent
their models around the Ray Courtyard runway in horns, gold chains, angel wings and
heavy make-up. From one model whose costume recalled Georgia O’Keefe’s paintings of
animal skulls and blossoming flowers, to another who looked like a mix between Charles
Baudelaire’s dandy and Edgar Allan Poe’s Roderick Usher, the designs followed a theme
of dark and twisted whimsy.
Dance troupes took over the Grand Hall on Jan. 26, displaying regional dances and explosive hip hop routines to passersby. Festival attendees learned Bhangara and watched
in awe at the quick step, in-sync movements of campus crews BASYK and Funkanomics.
Swarms of students filed into the Grand Hall for Kinda Sketchy’s first performance of the
year. Every chair in the Rice Media Center was moved into the hall as the sketch comedy
group entertained students with skits and jokes.
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nvaded the Rice Memorial Cenwith galleries centered in Farnrth Pavilion and Meyer lounge
laying photography, 2-D, 3-D
digital art. Senior philosophy
ent Eli Spector won best photoph for his piece “Land.” Sophoe architecture student Yutian
won best overall visual art with
ok Turner,” a 3-D, three-part work
econstructed and reassembled
ks and pages. The panel of judgor visual art included art patron
Nyquist, Visual and Dramatic
professor Karin Broker and Rice
Gallery assistant curator Joshua
her. Rice film program director
rles Dove judged the films and
eum of Fine Arts Houston Asian
curatorial assistant Felicia Yao
ed the photography.
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This Week in Entertainment

Reckless – Jeremy Camp: The latest release from Grammynominated contemporary Christian artist Jeremy Camp, featuring the successful lead single of the same name, is just
as heartfelt and passionate as Camp’s previous releases. A
collection of original songs, including several penned by the
artist himself, the album contains a combination of ballads
and modern rock-influenced tracks and looks to build upon
a consistently growing fan base and find crossover success
in the alterntive rock genre.

Stand Up Guys – Premiering at the Chicago International
Film Festival, this crime comedy follows a released convict (Al Pacino, Scarface) as he reunites with his former partner (Christopher
Walken, Catch Me If You Can) only to find out his partner has been
contracted to kill him. Despite co-starring Academy Award nominee
Alan Arkin (Argo) and Emmy Award winner Julianna Margulies (The
Good Wife), the film has received less-than-stellar reviews, and
that, combined with its limited release, means it wll struggle to find
an audience. R. 94 minutes.

Courtesy paramount pictures

DVD

courtesy knopf publishing

Flight – This drama tells the story of a pilot who, after safely
landing a plane and narrowly avoiding a crash, faces the problem of being viewed as a national hero while maintaining a
secret that could send him to prison. Starring Academy Award
nominee Denzel Washington (Safe House) and also receiving a
nomination for Best Original Screenplay, this film is arriving in
home entertainment just in time for the Oscars. Bonus features
include behind-the-scenes documentaries and an inside look at
the anatomy of plane crashes.

Book

Courtesy summit entertainment

Movie

Warm Bodies – Based on the novel of the same name by
Isaac Marion, this film is a loose science-fiction interpretation of
the classic story of Romeo and Juliet. The plot of the movie focuses on the budding relationship between a teenage girl (Teresa
Palmer, I Am Number Four) and a zombie (Nicholas Hoult, X-Men:
First Class) and the challenges their love affair presents to the
existence of the world of the lifeless. Look for this film to defy
the norms of romantic comedy and capitalize on Valentine’s Day
audiences. PG-13. 97 min.

courtesy lionsgate

Courtesy bec records

Album

Without A Net – Wayne Shorter Quartet: The first album
on the historic Blue Note record label for the Jazz legend in 43
years, this collection consists of live recordings of Shorter and
his quartet from their European Tour in late 2011. The tracklist
includes six new compositions, new cover versions of standards such as “Plaza Real” and “Orbits,” and an exclusive,
23-minute tone poem, “Pegasus,” which was recorded with
the Imani Winds. With over a decade of experience as a quartet, expect to hear a mature, exploratory sound.

Movie

Courtesy Blue Note REcords

Album

by Louis Lesser

A Week in Winter (Maeve Binchy) – When a woman decides to turn an old mansion on the Irish coast into a hotel,
she is initially met with disbelief. After substantial renovations, the quaint country inn is open for business and guests
ranging from an American movie star to a psychic librarian
cross paths. The book examines the lives of the guests over
the course of a week. Maintaining the same charm, humor
and warmth of her previous books, the late Binchy’s final
novel should satisfy readers both young and old.

KTRU TOP 10 PLAYLIST

ARTIST

ALBUM

LABEL

1. Django Django

S/T

Ribbon Music

2. Mogwai

A Wrenched Virile Lore

Sub Pop

3. US girls

Gem

Fa Cat

4. Volcano The Bear

Golden Rhythm/ink Musik Rune Grammofon

5. Romona Falls

Prophet

Barsuk

6. Lacy, Steve

The Sun

Emanem

7. Junk Culture

Wild Quiet

Illegal Art

8. Various

Diabos Del Ritmo

Analog Africa

9. Main Attrakionz

Bossalinis & Fooliyones

Young One

Mourning in America

Rhymesayers

10. Brother Ali
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Home, Suite Home

Martel college Senior Alex Weinheimer transformed a standard Martel room into a personal log cabin
by Bhagwat Kumar
Thresher Staff

There are few log cabins at Rice University. In fact, to have
said there was even a single one would have been untrue until this year, when Martel College senior Alex Weinheimer
constructed his very own. Early last semester, Weinheimer, a
Thresher Backpage editor, converted his room in Martel Suite
411 into a nearly exact replica of a log cabin.
The floors of the room are entirely hardwood, purchased and
installed by Weinheimer himself. The room’s walls are covered
with cabin-themed wallpaper so that the entire room appears to
be made of wood.
“Basically, I saw someone putting together a bookshelf
and thought to myself that there had to be some cheap wood

out there,” Weinheimer said about the motivation for the
transformation.
The room also contains a Christmas tree throughout the year
for both decorative and illuminative purposes.
“I like decorating for Christmas, so I have a tree, and it provides nice lighting,” Weinheimer said. “I’m too lazy to take it
down, so it stays up the whole year.”
The entire process took about 12 hours of work, according to
Weinheimer, and cost him nearly $300. Weinheimer funded and
made all the changes to the room himself. The result is that the
room, which initially consisted of white walls and carpet, now
bears a stunning resemblance to a fully wooden cabin, looking more like something one would see in Vail, Colo., than at
Rice University.
Weinheimer, who hopes to own a cabin someday, said the
room has benefits beyond its aesthetic appeal, including how
easy it is to clean.
“I think it’s better for my health,” Weinheimer said. “I don’t
get sick.”
Weinheimer, who will be returning to Rice for a fifth year
next year, said that although this was his first year modifying
his room, he plans to make similar alterations next year. Weinheimer’s commitment to the process cannot be doubted; he even
removed the desk from his room to create more floor space.
The room is also equipped with Weinheimer’s leather chair
and Craftsman toolbox, two requisite components of any cabin.
Weinheimer also has a framed, antique map of the Rocky Mountain area, where he is originally from, and a “Keystone Light
fish,” which is a decorative metal fish mounted on his wall with
a Keystone Light embedded in it.
Additionally, Weinheimer replaced all of his door handles
with antlers, and the room has a sign saying “What happens at
the cabin stays at the cabin.”
“It’s nice coming back to it,” Weinheimer said. “It feels
like home.”
Needless to say, the room has also proved beneficial for entertainment purposes. Weinheimer has already hosted several
events in his revamped abode.
“I threw a cabin party where you had to wear flannel to attend, and I plan on more,” Weinheimer said.
Weinheimer said he initially had no plans to alter his room
but decided to do so after he researched the process and realized
it would only cost $300.
Another motivation for the modifications may have been his
suitemates. There are six of them in total. Five of them lived together
their freshman year, and while some were forced off-campus during
their junior year, they all reunited once again in the fall.
The suite’s common room is also decorated with the walls
painted to resemble a microchip. There is a projector screen on
one of the walls that serves as the focal point for the room with
lines emanating in all directions from it and converging at the projector. Weinheimer’s suitemate, senior architecture student Josh
Howard, designed the room around the same time Weinheimer
was modifying his own.
The common room’s technological theme may contrast the
more earthy atmosphere created by Weinheimer’s room, but the
overall effect of the changes is undeniable.
“People are usually shocked when they see it,” Weinheimer
said. “They take pictures.”
Photos by Isabella Adamiak/thresher
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Men’s Basketball wins UH Conference rivalry game

OCAL
by Ryan Glassman
Thresher Staff

The campuses of Rice University and the University of Houston are only separated by 4.6 miles,
but considering the directions their respective basketball programs went in this past offseason, that
distance felt a whole lot larger.
Much has been written about the exodus of
players from the Rice men’s basketball team (5-15,
1-5) from a year ago, with six key contributors from
the 2011-12 team leaving the school to pursue other
opportunities. Across town, the rival Houston Cougars (13-7, 2-5) brought in one of their top recruiting
classes of all time, led by Danuel House, the No. 15
recruit in the nation according to ESPN.
Through their first 19 games, the storylines for
the two teams headed in opposite directions. After
a loss at Tulane University last Saturday, the Owls
dropped to 4-15 overall and 0-5 in Conference USA,
while Houston jumped to a 13-6 start. The meeting
of these rivals Wednesday night at Tudor Fieldhouse defied all expectations based on records
and standings.
The Cougars got out to a quick start in the first
half, gaining a 20-7 advantage and leading by as
many as 15 points with 6:01 remaining in the first
half. The Owls began to trim away at the deficit,
though, and senior Tamir Jackson’s jumper made
it a 33-25 Houston lead heading into halftime.
After going just 2 for 14 from the 3-point line in
the first half, Rice connected from deep on three
of their first four possessions of the second half,
capped off by sophomore Julian DeBose’s jumper
that cut Houston’s lead to three. The Owls continued to keep the game close with their execution
from beyond the arc, including three free throws
from junior Austin Ramljak after he was fouled on
a 3-point attempt with 12:19 to go.
Houston pounded the ball in the second half,
shooting 13 for 26 from the field and converting
18 of 21 attempts from the free-throw line. But the
offensive execution by the Owls was too much for
Houston to handle. For a team that has struggled to
close out games this season (opponents were outscoring the Owls by nearly eight points per second
half this year, compared with just three points per
first half), Rice picked the perfect time to play its
best half of basketball of the year.
The Owls took the lead for the first time since
the opening minutes on a jumper by Jackson with
9:40 remaining. Houston took the lead back on a
hook shot in the paint with 3:48 left, but Rice took
control of the momentum over the next two possessions. First it was freshman Keith Washington,
whose 3-pointer from the top of the key put Rice
ahead 62-61. After a pair of Houston free throws,
it was freshman Max Guercy, the reigning C-USA
Freshman of the Week, with a three to put the Owls
up by two with 2:45 to go.
Leading 71-64, the Owls went 8 for 10 from the
free throw line in the final minutes to clinch the
game, ending the game 79-69 for their first conference win of the season and their fourth win in the
last five matchups against their crosstown rivals.
Guercy finished with a career high of 21 points,
while Jackson had 18 points, six rebounds, and
three assists.
“I was happy for our guys because they’ve been
knocking on the door,” Head Coach Ben Braun
said. “I’m glad to see our guys have the confidence
to make plays and get stops and come away with
the win.”
Tomorrow the Owls take on East Carolina University at 7 p.m. at Tudor Fieldhouse.
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Junior Bahrom Firozgary goes up against a University of Houston player at the conference rivalry game Jan. 30.

Final Home Rugby Match Has National Tournament Implications
by Agha Nkama
For the Thresher

The rugby team at Rice University has
come a long way in the last four years. When
the current seniors were freshmen, Rice rugby had its struggles. The team had a below
.500 record in Division II rugby. The next
year, Rice improved drastically, going undefeated in Division II rugby. Rice moved on to
the Western Conference finals and won in the
first round, earning a spot in the National
Tournament. Rice lost in the first round to
Pepperdine University in a close match, 3121. Rice played a consolation game the next
day against California State University, Long

Beach, and won, ending the season ranked
ninth in the nation in Division II rugby. Last
year, Rice moved up to Division I-AA rugby,
the second-highest level of collegiate rugby.
Although Rice did not go undefeated, the
team had great success, finishing the season
in second place in Texas.
This year, Rice’s success has continued.
Once again, Rice has started the season undefeated in conference play. The first game of the
season was a battle against Texas State University. A last-minute try sealed the victory as
Rice beat Texas State 33-19. Rice had another
game last semester against a Texas Christian
University team that seemed to be up and coming. Rice defeated TCU by a large margin, with

a final score of 62-26. This semester, season
play resumed with a cup match against the
University of North Texas. A late try sealed the
victory, with Rice winning 32-18.
Rice rugby hopes to continue the undefeated streak as it faces St. Edwards University at home tomorrow. St. Edwards is also undefeated in conference play and looks to be a
strong side this year. The game has National
Tournament implications since the winner
of this game will likely finish the season undefeated and will possibly earn a bid to the
Sweet 16 National Tournament in late April.
In Division I-AA rugby there is no regional
tournament. Instead, if the conference has at
least seven official college teams, the winner

of the conference earns a bid to the National
Tournament. There are 13 conferences that fit
this requirement, leaving three possible atlarge bids. Rice’s conference, the Southwest
Conference, only has six recognized teams;
therefore, Rice must earn an at-large bid to
the National Tournament, meaning USA Rugby has to select Rice, out of all the remaining
teams in Division I-AA rugby, to attend the
Sweet 16 National Tournament.
The rugby team has made attempts to justify receiving an at-large bid from USA Rugby.
Rice has beaten teams that are competing in
Division I-A rugby, the highest level of collegiate rugby. Winning this game is the next
step to earning an at-large bid.
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The Fifth Lap
Should college athletes be paid?

Gabe Cuadra
This Tuesday, ESPN.com featured one of
those misleading (but brilliantly crafted) Internet headlines— those designed to garner
a click on a slow news day for a story that is
barely even news.
“NCAA Athletes Can Legally Pursue TV
Money,” the headline read.
The actual story proved much less dramatic than such a headline suggests. A federal
judge simply dismissed a legal maneuver by
the NCAA in an antitrust suit involving former
NCAA athletes attempting to secure portions
of TV revenues for NCAA football and men’s
basketball players. If the case makes it to a jury
trial — and there are still several legal hoops to
get there — the trial would not take place until
June 2014 at the earliest.
So for those keeping score at home, the
headline is a stretch at best. But I digress.
Though the news may be minor, it brings
back to the forefront the issue of the NCAA’s
economic model and, more specifically, the
idea of paying players in NCAA athletics.
There are many ways the revenue and
expense model of collegiate athletics can
be improved. In fact, there are many ways it
needs to be improved, quite clearly made evident by the recent conference realignments
and the number of athletic departments dependent on donations and school subsidization to stay afloat.
But paying student-athletes is not one of them.
There are two main reasons it does not
make sense to pay student athletes, and neither of them has to do with protecting some
facade of innocence formerly attached to
amateur athletics.
The first is that student-athletes are
already compensated and arguably compensated very well. The most obvious way
in which they are compensated is through
academic scholarships. It is worth noting
for those who argue that only athletes in
“revenue” sports should be paid that such
sports receive proportionally many more full
scholarships to distribute than their “nonrevenue” counterparts.
Moreover, the compensation goes well
beyond scholarships. Student-athletes are
provided top-tier coaching, access to doctors and a training room staff, a wide range
of equipment, paid travel expenses, access
to tutoring and assistance in securing jobs
after graduation. Parents pay a lot of money
to youth club teams every year for a fraction
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of the services student-athletes receive for
their athletic services to the school. In fact,
many parents pay for those youth club teams
in the hope that one day their son or daughter will receive an athletic scholarship and
the benefits that come with it.
And while many of these services do not
pay off in dollar terms until after graduation,
there are mechanisms to assist students whose
economic situation means they need money to
help them get through college now.
The second reason is a brutally economical one. Student-athletes simply do not have
very much leverage. Fans are not drawn to
collegiate games because of the greatness
of the players. If they were, minor league
baseball, European and D-League basketball, and Canadian football would draw our
attention. Instead, their popularity pales
in comparison to collegiate athletics. (To
briefly link back to reason one, it should be
telling that so many of America’s best young
athletes choose college over these other developmental opportunities where they could
be paid immediately).
Instead, fans watch college athletics because of the rivalries, because of the atmosphere, because it connects them to a special period in their lives and allows them to
share a piece of that period with their kids
and other loved ones.
There are very few players who could
truly hurt the popularity of collegiate sports
by bargaining collectively or going on strike.
Those players have more to lose in terms of
hurting their future professional contracts
than they stand to gain.
Instead of fighting to pay student-athletes, efforts should be shifted to enabling
other reforms of the system. For example,
there should be broader revenue sharing so
schools can form conferences based on regional and peer institutions instead of chasing a bigger TV footprint. There should be
initiatives to slow the facilities “arms race”
that has quickly widened the gap between
the haves and have-nots of collegiate athletics. There should be a renewed desire to use
the spoils of sports to improve their sponsoring universities instead of expecting the flow
of funds to move in the opposite direction.
The next decade may feature a bitter fight
over pay-for-play in college athletics. There
may be a shift to give players semester stipends or to loosen the rules around athletes’
abilities to market their names and likenesses. There may even be a day when college
football and college basketball have a salary
cap, though I believe such a system would
do more harm than good.
But for the vast majority of student-athletes, those who will not someday make their
money in a pro uniform, such changes are not
going to make them rich and could very likely
leave them worse off, all things considered.
The system may have its flaws, but paying players is not the way to fix it.
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Men’s tennis wins big
by Dan Elledge
Thresher Staff

After a rough start to the year with heartbreaking losses to Texas Tech University and Mississippi State University, the Owls were back on
the court last Sunday at Jake Hess Stadium looking to even out their win-loss streak. Playing Lamar University and the University of Texas, Pan
American, did the job, and the Owls thrashed
both teams 7-0. With the victories, Rice is back at
.500 with a 2-2 record. More notably, these were
the first two victories for Head Coach Efe Ustundag. Ustundag said he did not think about the
first win until he talked to reporters after the fact.
“After the matches, I did not think about it as
my first win,” Ustundag said. “I was more excited
about how we played as a team and how quickly
we took care of Lamar and Texas Pan-American,
professionally.”
The Owls will be flying away from the nest this
weekend as they have a game against the University of Miami in Coral Gables, Fla. Last season,
Rice emerged victorious with a convincing 7-0
win against the Hurricanes at the Galleria Tennis
Athletic Club.
Ustundag knows about the Owls’ previous
history with the Canes, but said that they should
not be overlooked. However, Ustundag said he
thinks with another good week of practice, Rice
will be able to take care of business.
“Miami is pretty much the same team, but
there is a lot of shifting amongst the lineups,”
Ustundag said. “We have seen some good opponents already, and we saw how we need to
play and prepare both on and off the court. If
we can practice well this week, then I would be
confident.”
With this being the Owls’ first road match of
the season, Ustundag expressed little concern
that the hostile environment would be an issue.
He said he expects the team to respond in the
right way and that he feels the first road trip will
be enjoyable.

“I have not thought about it that much, playing on the road,” Ustundag said. “Usually, in a
team setting it is much more fun, travelling and
getting meals together.”
Senior Jonathan Chang said the team just has
to worry about its play and block everything else
out. Chang said that in his mind, Rice’s performance should be the same whether it plays on
the road or at Jake Hess Stadium.
“I think we just have to focus on tennis,”
Chang said. “Don’t worry about what the Miami
fans are going to do; don’t worry about how they
are going to respond. We have to stay focused on
our team and pump our team up as we get ready.”
One of the main reasons Chang and Ustundag
are confident about going into Miami is the rise
of freshmen Tommy Bennett, Gustavo Gonzalez
and Adam Gustafsson. Chang said he has been
impressed by their dedication to the team and
their positive outlook. He said he knows how
important they are if the team wants to reach its
goals this year.
“I really enjoy their work ethic,” Chang said.
“They work hard on and off the court. That is one
of the best thing about the freshmen, as they care
more and want to win. Their positive attitude is
key; it helps a lot when the team is down.”
Ustundag said he has been blown away by
the freshmen’s professionalism and immediate
willingness to learn. He said that with the effort
they put in, the results will eventually follow,
and hopefully the team will keep this up for
years to come.
“What we can hope for at this point is their
attention to preparation, their manner in the
amateur setting,” Ustundag said. “They respond to coaching well, and they have bought
into Rice University quickly. When the professionalism clicks in this early, it just means they
are on the right track. Each day, I think they take
a new step in the right direction, and they want
to take this team to the next level. I see them doing that for the next three to four years, and it
makes me excited.”

gaby gonzalez/thresher

Senior Peter Frank and doubles partner senior Jonathan Chang play at Jake Hess.
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Women’s basketball falls to Southern Mississippi
By Teddy Grodek
Thresher Staff

It was another rough weekend for the Rice
Owls women’s basketball team, which lost
both games it played to fall to four straight
losses. The Owls, whose conference record of
1-5 places them at No. 11 in Conference USA,
are consistently struggling to score points.
Last Thursday night, the Owls welcomed
the University of Texas, El Paso, which is one
game out of first place, into Houston. While
UTEP has been playing well lately, the Owls
hoped the home game at Tudor Fieldhouse
would provide them an advantage.
UTEP started big, going on an 18-0 run in
the first few minutes and putting the Owls in
a large hole early, causing Rice concern. This

was the opposite of what typically happens
to the team at Tudor, where it tends to play
well early and fade in the end.
By the end of the half, Rice whittled the
lead to nine, heading into the locker room
down 29-20. Rice had a miserable time shooting in the first 20 minutes, making well under
30 percent of its baskets.
The second half was kinder to the Owls’
shots, and they put together a 12-0 run to
pull themselves back into the lead. With
only minutes left, momentum looked like it
was shifting toward Rice. But a made UTEP
jumper and then UTEP layup, put UTEP up
one with only seconds left. A Rice jumper on
the buzzer hit the rim and bounced out, sealing the game.
Forward Jessica Kuster led the way for

kai sheng/thresher

Junior Jessica Kuster attempts to get around a UTEP player at the game last Thursday.

the Owls with 21 points and 10 rebounds, her
10th double-double this season.
After the rough home loss, the Owls sought
vengeance against the University of Southern
Mississippi, moving out to a 19-12 lead with
around 11 minutes left. They looked impressive, moving the ball and finishing scoring
chances. By the time halftime rolled around,
the Owls were up 41-23 and looked like they
were going to sail to victory.
But a 19-2 start from the Golden Eagles
brought the score to 48-46 in favor of Southern Miss. Southern Miss held its lead for the
rest of the game, eventually winning 76-57.
Rice only scored 16 points in the second half.
“It was a strange basketball game. I don’t
know if in all my years of coaching that I’ve
had two halves that were that disproportion-

ate,” Head Coach Greg Williams said. “They
changed their pressure and made some good
adjustments with their press, and we did not
handle it well.”
Once again, Kuster led the way with 15
points, with freshman forward Megan Palmer right behind her with 14 points and nine
boards. Freshman guard Breion Allen contributed 10 points from the bench. The Owls
shot around 47 percent from the field in the
first half but only around 20 percent in the
second.
This week, the Owls hope to snap their
losing streak with a Thursday night matchup
at the University of Memphis, which is 3-3 in
the conference. Rice then faces the University
of Alabama at Birmingham, currently in second place, at Tudor Fieldhouse on Sunday.

kai sheng/thresher

Kuster successfully circumventing a UTEP player at Tudor Fieldhouse.
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misclass
Tweet your “misclass”
to @thresherBP & include #misclass

Write your “misclass”
down and drop it off
at The Hoot.

Post your “misclass”
on the Backpage’s
facebook wall.

“You all grew up with AIDS and HIV.”
- Dr. Embree (during CAAM 335)

“QWOP is my life :(”

“Cats are hot.”

“Ahmad’s a schuck.”

“I’m always afraid to call jinx ... I
don’t like people to be indebted to me,
because then they might kill me.”

“Helene gives head for
beer at pub.”

CLASSIFIEDS @rice.edu
WANTED
Teach for Test Masters! Dynamic and Energetic teachers wanted. Starting pay rate is
$20 to $32 per hour. Flexible schedules. We
provide all training, all training is paid, and
we pay for travel. Email your resume to ricejobs@testmasters.com.
TUTORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Rice Alum
hiring tutors for ALL LEVELS of Middle/High
School Math/Natural & Social Sciences/Humanities. Reliable transportation required.
Pay $20-40/hr based on experience. Contact 832-428-8330 and email resume to siyengar777@gmail.com
Part time, flexible hours, business office,
accts receivable, Hospital customers, Hol-

combe & Kirby (near Rice Univ), Website:
www.iPatientinTouch.com Send resume to:
simon@iPatientinTouch.com
TUTOR WANTED – Bellaire family needs a student to come to their house 2-3 evenings per
ADVERTISING

We accept display and classified advertisements. The
Thresher reserves the right to refuse any advertising for
any reason. Additionally, the Thresher does not take
responsibility for the factual content of any ad. Printing
an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement
by the Thresher.
Display advertisements must be received by
5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication.
Rick Song
Advertising Manager
713-348-3967
thresher-ads@rice.edu

week (1-3 hours each time). Most of the time will
be spent with our 7th and 9th graders who are at
local private schools. Proficiency in MATH, SCIENCE and ENGLISH is needed at these grade levels. We will also need this student to log onto the
school websites daily to understand what is due
CLASSIFIEDS
1–40 words
41–80 words
80–120 words

$20
$40
$60

Cash, check or credit card payment must
accompany your classif ied advertisement , which must be received by 12 p.m.
on the Monday prior to publication.
Heaven Chen
Classifieds Manager
713-348-3974
thresherclassifieds@rice.edu
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when and review organizational skills with the
boys. Pay will be hourly for all time spent both
at our home at on the computer ($20-40 an hour
depending on proficiency). You can call Scott at
713 332 4400 or Email him at scott.b.tiras@ampf.
com for more information.
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription rates:
$60/year domestic
$125/year international via First Class Mail
Non-subscription rate:
First copy free
Second copy $5
The Rice Thresher
Attn.: Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77005-1892
Phone 713-348-3967
Fax 713-348-5238

The
Thresher
is hiring!
We want
you to apply.
Check out our
job listings at
http://jobs.
financialaid.
rice.edu/index.cfm
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Hey y’all, we’re RPC, and we
would like to take a moment of
your time to ask for your help.
You may be asking: How can I,
just a normal student, help a
wildly successful and powerful organization such as RPC?
Well, it turns out that, just like
the United States federal government or a Gumball Challenge group, we need more of
your money. We need you to
vote to increase the RPC blanket tax by $3 per student per
year in the upcoming general
election.
You see, putting on successful events requires your money. Take Esperanza, for example. While the gargantuan tent
was provided to us at low cost,
we still needed to hire a disc
jockey. We could have hired
DJ Chaney for a couple hundred dollars, or we could have
spent five figures to hire Samantha Ronson, who TMZ tells
us had a brief lesbian affair
with Lindsay Lohan resulting
in several Parent Trap-themed
wet dreams and a tenfold increase in her fees. We chose
what the students wanted and

the Rice Thresher

Friday, February 1, 2013

NEEDS
YOUR
MONEY!

now students remember Ronson as the best part of their Esperanza experience.
It took your money to make
the Welcome Back Concert spectacular last semester. We could
have learned from 2011 and not
hired a third-rate rap act and
scaled down the event due to
the low attendance rate — or we
could have hired two third-rate
rap acts and doubled the money spent on moonbounces. We
chose what the students wanted and the five students who
attended the concert fondly remember leaving it.
It took your money to make
Beer Bike. While some things
about Beer Bike, such as the
water balloon fight, the beer
and the biking come from a
separate fund, and the people
who coordinate the event are
not part of RPC, we do important things as well — such as
fining the colleges and collecting the proceeds.
It took your money to make
the Facebook page for ScrewYer-Roommate and do the other things we did for that event
— whatever those things are.

Now, we are taking your money to pair Rice students with their
ideal matches through the Crush
Survey. We could have made
our own form that accounted
for all students’ sexuality, or we
could have paid a company for
a form that ignores bisexual students and uses an old purity test
which has such funny questions
as “Have you ever committed or
been the victim of forcible rape?”
We chose what students wanted
and spent money to celebrate
Valentine’s Day like it’s 1952.

It took your money to take
students to Sky Zone (and the
hospital afterward). It took
your money to subsidize Rodeo tickets for other students. It
took your money to go bowling
without telling anybody. It took
your money to buy $4,000 of
merchandise for our own members. Every time, we chose what
students wanted, and now, students need to choose what we
want: their hard-earned dollars.
Invest in incompetence.
Invest in RPC.

The Backpage is satire and is written by Alex Weinheimer and Anthony Lauriello. Email comments and questions to ajw3@rice.edu.
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THE THRESHER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF THE RICE RADIO FOLIO.

HIT THE GROUND RUNNING:

What is the
Rice Radio Folio?
The Folio is first and foremost a
programming and listening guide
designed to help you keep up with
what’s on air. For your pleasure,
our DJs also generate a healthy
serving of album reviews, playlists,
band profiles, concert calendars,
interviews, and news and information about KTRU and the Houston
music scene.
The Folio was a more regular feature from the 1980s through the
early 1990s, when it educated and
entertained readers on a weekly
basis. It had since fallen into disuse until it was revived a few years
ago. Following the sale of the station, the KTRU board decided that

SPRING 2013 RECOMMENDED SHOWS

Houston’s scene runs the gamut from experimental to bubblegum pop,
death metal to gamelan, so mark your calendars and check out KTRU’s
upcoming shows page, and other sites that note upcoming shows in the
area. Don’t forget to ask around or make a call to see if the show is sold
out. Also, stay tuned to 90.1 HD2, and you just might pick up a few free
tickets.

the Folio was an important means
of reaching the student body. We
instated a new board position, the
Folio Director, and will begin publishing biannual reports like this
one on the station, our music, and
our obsession with cats. Additionally, before the Outdoor Show, we’ll
publish a description of the artists
and what to expect from the festivities. Now, again, the folio lives, in
a longer, if less frequent, form. If
you are new to KTRU, the Folio is
an excellent place to begin what
will no doubt be a long and fruitful
love affair. If you’re already hooked,
the folio is just another way to get
more of what you love.

February 2: The Tontons, Wild Moccasins, Young Mammals,
Featherface - Walters Downtown
February 2: Gojira, Atlas Moth - Warehouse Live
February 6: Pub Concert Series - Pub
February 9: the xx - House of Blues
February 13: Pub Concert Series - Pub
February 17: Flogging Molly - House of Blues
February 21: Battle of the Bands - Pub
February 22: Jukebox the Ghost - House of Blues
March 1: Big Gigantic - House of Blues
March 8: G. Love & the Special Sauce - Warehouse Live
March 8: EELS - Warehouse Live

A View from the Studio

Titus Andronicus live at KTRU’s Outdoor Show
Artist: Kishi Bashi
Title: 151A
Label: Joyful Noise Recordings
By Mariam Ahmed

TORI LAXALT

Artist: Hot Sugar
Title: Moon Money
Label: Ninja Tune
By Kenny Evans

Kishi Bashi (K. Ishibashi) is a JapaneseAmerican violinist and singer songwriter. I first
encountered his music a few months ago when
he opened for of Montreal at Fitzgerald’s. I
was very impressed not only by the sound, but
the performance itself, it was just Ishibashi, a
violin, and a loop pedal. With the pedal he was
able to create layers of sound that created the
illusion of a full band. Combined with his incredible violin-playing, often compared
to that of Andrew Bird, it was an amazing experience
His debut album, 151a, is no less amazing. Kishi Bashi’s music shows a definite
of Montreal influence, reflected in his whimsy and heavy use of falsetto vocals. He
also incorporates his Japanese heritage into his songs both in style and lyrics. Traditional instruments and electronic beats are combined in calming, uplifting tracks
that are sweet but never sickly-sweet. It is very easy for these summery songs to
get stuck in your head.
The song “Bright Whites,” in particular, is an upbeat track and laden with handclaps and cute falsetto Japanese lyrics. “It All Began With a Burst” is where Ishibashi
sings with the most confidence, expressing a sense of triumph that is tempered
by the swirling violin melodies in the background. What makes 151a remarkable
is that it remains lighthearted throughout. Even the darker, mellower tracks such
as “I Am the Anti-Christ to You” still contain a lingering cheerfulness. Overall, 151a
is a beautifully arranged, beautifully performed album with equal parts innocence
and maturity.

Nick Koenig makes extremely anal retentive
music. If you listen too closely, it almost sounds
joyless—each note, melody, progression,
song structure is so pain-stakingly specific.
Thankfully, being so meticulous affords him
a striking amount of flexibility in sound, even
with a very limited sonic palette. All the tracks
are very similar: lots of MIDI bleeps, bloops,
claps, and electronic organ and something that sound a lot like woodchimes, but
it’s all very distinctly Hot Sugar. This is his first major (see: non-bandcamp) release,
and by far and away his most cohesive and complete piece of work.
Nick often talks of pioneering “Associative Music” where he records random shit
(the hi-hats are supposed to come from the sound of a tech deck finger skateboard
doing a kick-flip, etc.) and processes it into sounds we recognize as melodies.
This is obviously anything but not new in electronic music, but as far as most rap
related producers go, it’s a bit of a throwback. No samples, all original recordings
and arrangements. I would also highly recommend checking out his more hip-hoppy
production work with the Roots and Big Baby Gandhi.
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TOP 35 FOR THE WEEK OF 01.27.2013
ARTIST

1. Django Django
2. Mogwai
3. US Girls
4. Volcano the Bear
5. Ramona Falls
6. Steve Lacy
7. Junk Culture
8. Various Artists
9. Main Attrakionz
10. Brother Ali
11. New York City Queens
12. Snowgoose
13. Feedtime
14. Metz
15. Daphni
16. Exitmusic
17. The Mynabirds
18. Errors
19. Staff Bendi Billi
20. Clinic
21. Cody Chesnutt
22. Robert Glasper Experiement
23. Chief Keef
24. Turing Machine
25. Tame Impala
26. Laurie Spiegel
27. the xx
28. Konkoma
29. Animal Collective
30. Bat For Lashes
31. Godspeed You Black Emperor
32. Volcania Dread
33. Six Organs of Admittance
34. Moonface
35. Mountain Goats

ALBUM

LABEL

Django Django
A Wrenched Virile Lore
Gem
Golden Rhythm / Ink Music
Prophet
The Sun
Wild Quiet
Diabos Del Ritmo: The Colombian Melting Pot 1975 – 1985
Bossalinis & Fooliyones
Mourning In America And Dreaming In Color
Burn Out Like Roman Candles
Harmony Springs
The Aberrant Years
Metz
Jiaolong
Passage
Generals
New Relics
Bouger Le Monde
Free Reign
Landing On A Hundred
Black Radio
Finally Rich
What Is The Meaning Of What
Lonerism
The Expanding Universe
Coexist
Konkoma
Centipede Hz
The Haunted Man
Allelujah Don’t Bend Ascend
Blitz Mix
Ascent
Heartbreaking Bravery
Transcendental Youth

Ribbon Music
Sub Pop
Fat Cat
Rune Grammofon
Barsuk
Emanem
Illegal Art
Analog Africa
Young One
Rhymesayers
Regressive Records
Ba Da Bing
Sub Pop
Sub Pop
Merge
Secretly Canadian
Saddle Creek
Rock Action Records
Crammed World
Domino
Vibration Vineyard
Blue Note
Interscope
Temporary Residence
Modular
Unseen Worlds
XL
Soundway
Domino
Capitol
Constellation
Self-Released
Drag City
Jagjaguwar
Merge

Please note that our newest crop of DJs are already on the air so spaces marked “Robo” will be filled with live bodies.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
1 am

1 am
2 am
3 am

Ian J.
Joey H.

Thomas C.

2 am

Matt D.
ROBO

4 am

4 am
5 am
6 am
7 am

ROBO

ROBO

5 am

ROBO

ROBO
ROBO

6 am

ROBO

7 am

Jessica L.

Chase S.

8 am

Charlotte B

3 pm

Carly L.

Mariam A

Jake L

4 pm
5 pm
6 pm
7 pm
8 pm
9 pm

Carrie L.
Chris H.
Routes
D’Afrique
Americana

San-Pei L.

Eric B.

12 am

Genetic
Memory

Roshni J.

Jake B

ROBO

Buddy B.

Michelle M.
Ross P.

Sal T.
Tobar

Lisa Anne

Matt J.

Reggae

World Music

Samantha T.

Melissa T.

Local

Tori L.
Arias T.

2 pm
Scordatura

Dan H.
Elly H.
Patrick S.

3 pm
Jazz &
Improvised
Music

5 pm
6 pm

Audrey C.

8 pm
Downtempo

Spoken Word
Suzie S.

Hardcore
Thomas Z.

Music Without
Words
Eric S.

KTRU 90.1 HD2 RICE RADIO CURRENT ON-AIR SCHEDULE
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4 pm

7 pm

MK Ultra

Ally J./Adeene D.

11 am

1 pm

Chickenskin

Metal

10 am

12 pm

Kids

Christine J.
Nina R.

Electronic

Treasures of
the Sixites
Hip-Hop

Ben G.
Kimberly S.

H.K.
Nancy N.

Funk
Blues

10 pm
11 pm

Daniel R.

Navrang

1 pm
2 pm

Jeanette P.

ROBO

11 am
12 pm

8 am
9 am

9 am
10 am

3 am

9 pm
10 pm
11 pm
12 am

PROGRAMMING GUIDE
RICE RADIO FOLIO
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Specialty Shows
Specialty shows make up around 30 percent of our programming
hours, most during the evening hours between 5 p.m. and 1 a.m.
These shows endeavor to play unexposed music from genres other
than rock. Some of our specialty shows, such as Chickenskin and
Jazz, have been going strong for over 20 years, while others are fairly
new. KTRU strives to play the greatest variety of music with the least
trash of any station in the Houston vicinity, and specialty shows help
us toward this goal.
Post Punk
The Modern Dance, KTRU’s post-punk show, airs every Tuesday night from 7 – 8
p.m. Focusing on underground music of the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, we play all genres of
post-punk, from the mutant disco of Cristina to the avant garage of Pere Ubu. Despite their
differences, almost every artist that we play exhibits a willingness to play with—and rebel
against—pop music clichés. Take the rebellion and brashness of punk rock and add an
experimental aesthetic edge and you have post-punk. Tune into the Post Punk Show and
learn why our unofficial motto is when in doubt, play This Heat.
Hip-Hop: The Vinyl Frontier
Rap music is all about having fun and fucking shit up. Tune every Tuesday night from
10 p.m. – 1 a.m. for coverage of thirty years of party anthems, regional classics and underground hits. Whether you’re new to the rap game, a veteran crate digger or a Top 40 fan,
we’re sure to play something to get your head nodding. The Vinyl Frontier features a rotating
cast of Houston’s finest DJs and interviews with local artists and national stars. Be sure to
check out ktruhiphop.tumblr.com for new favorites, throwback jams and mixtape reviews.
The Spoken Word Show
The Spoken Word can best be described as word-based performance art, which may
be in the form of a poem, story, speech, monologue, live reading, an interview, sound collage
and/or sound manipulation. On ktru, it is best exemplified by old time radio commercials
playing in the background of Faust and Nurse with Wound’s “Lass Mich” or it could be
much simpler with David Bowie Narrating “Peter and the Wolf.” In short, there is no clear,
singular definition of the spoken word but it will most likely offer someone something they
never heard or felt before.
Americana
Every Monday night from 9 – 10 p.m., the Americana show explores the roots and history of American music (and sometimes, American history through music). The Americana
show features a broad range of musical genres—folk, jazz, blues, bluegrass, gospel, cajun,
zydeco, funk, soul, rockabilly, country, western swing, etc.—and we play not only old material
but also the latest releases from current artists. On some weeks we’ll choose a particular
theme as a point of departure, such as Sun Records, or Veteran’s Day, or songs about food,
or a tribute to Townes Van Zandt on the anniversary of his death.
Scordatura
The Scordatura Show explores modern and contemporary classical music: i.e. experimental, electronic, or otherwise unusual music voiced for more or less traditional orchestral
instruments, while focusing on composers and/or compositions since 1945. Representative
artists would include Philip Glass, Steve Reich, John Cage, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Pierre
Schaeffer, and Gyorgy Legeti, and so on. We try to emphasize lesser known material as
well as the works of local composers and performers. We also regularly feature material
composed or performed by members of Rice’s Shepherd School of Music, including live
performances. Moreover, we feature Composer Talk with Chris Becker, a special show
sharing the music that inspires our musical views and listening experiences, on the last
Saturday of each month.
Rice Radio Reggae
KTRU’s Rice Radio Reggae takes listeners on a tour of some of the many facets of Reggae
music. While having its origins in Jamaica, Reggae now comes from countries across the
globe; and Rice Radio Reggae aspires to present an overview of the genre. You’ll hear the
Roots Reggae Bob Marley made famous, instrumental Dub, Dancehall, and more. As one
of the longest-running specialty shows at the station, it’s eclectic… like ktru itself. Tune in
and you could just hear a side of Reggae you never knew existed! Wednesdays, 5 – 7 p.m..
Jazz and Improvised Music
The KTRU Jazz and Improvised Music Program presents the living legends, unsung
heroes, rising stars and timeless pioneers in the world of creative improvisation, from the
innovations of classic American jazz to the rigorous explorations of today’s European and
Japanese free improvisers. From New York’s downtown sounds to regional styles and beyond.
The Jazz and Improvised Music Program presents the vast spectrum of the music of the
moment which you can hear broadcasting every Sunday from noon to 9 p.m.
World Music
Take a journey around globe and discover the sounds of “someone else’s local music”.
The World Music specialty show offers a diverse musical collection of past and present,
bringing together diverse musical genres. From the cumbia of Colombia and the bossa
novas of Brazil to the arabic grooves of Algeria and the fusions of France—there’s a world
of music to explore! Thursdays, 5 – 7 p.m.
Chickenskin Music
The show first aired on Tuesday, January 8, 1980. After a few years it moved Wednesday
evenings for a few more years and then to Thursday evenings where its been for the last 20
years. The show gets its name from an old blues expression referring to music that give you
chickenskin or goose bumps. At the beginning it was collage of bluegrass, folk, rockabilly,
classical and jazz. The idea coming from a thought that I, and I’m sure others have had,
that all music from A to Z is related to, and can be played together. Its just a matter of how
you get from A to Z.
The show is a bit like a chameleon with an attitude in that it goes through changes
from time to time and some times will change direction with no warning. Live guests have
always been a part of the show. Over the years we’ve hosted Lyle Lovett, Eric Taylor, Jason
Eklund, The Neville Brothers, James McMurtry, Preston Reed, Sue Foley, Tish Hinijosa,
The Billys, Peter Bellamy, Darcie Deaville, Clairseach, Roy Book Binder, Tinsley Ellis, Grady
Gaines, Katie Webster, Bill Staines, Hugh Moffatt, Richard Dobson, Bobby Bare Jr, David
Rodriguez, Ani di Franco, Tim Grimm, Jack Hardy, The Louvre’s, Herschel Berry and The
Natives, Terri Hendrix, The Lager Rhythms… and the list goes on.
Navrang
The Navrang show goal is to introduce listeners to the diverse and enormous plethora
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of music from the Indian subcontinent, and its worldwide diaspora. We play all kinds of
music: Bollywood hits old and new, Indian classical - Hindustani and Carnatic, Indipop, Folk,
Ghazals and Asian Underground. The Navrang show is an excellent platform for talent from
the Indian subcontinent as well as local artists from that part of the region. We boost these
local talents on the annual ktru outdoor show, live shows / interviews and via the ktru folio.
Quench your eclectic thirst with the Navrang show, relax to the soothing sound of a sitar or
dance to a Bollywood hit. The Navrang show on KTRU brings the greatest variety of music
from the Indian subcontinent. We play on Saturday mornings 10am – noon.
MK Ultra
Electronic mind-control in the form of house, techno, and moombahstep (or whatever
the kids are into these days). Submit to KTRU Friday nights from 9p.m. – midnight for live
mixing on turntables, computers, and laserdiscs. Hosted by resident DJs Dijon and Davers with frequent guests from Houston and beyond, we broadcast electronic soundscapes
engineered to lubricate your earholes. Resistance is futile.
Funk
What do you get if you blend elements of jazz, soul and R&B, mix in some Latin and
African flavors, then put all that on top of an infectious syncopated rhythm? You get Funk
music. Its raw, rhythmic and danceable. Through sampling, funk rhythms and breaks were
instrumental in the creation of hip-hop and it’s influence can be heard in many styles of
music. it started in the 1960s and still going strong today.
Every Thursday night the Funk and Soul Show explores the many aspects of this type
of music. From deep, rare tracks to classic cuts to new and emerging artists from around
the world. Its here on ktru.org and 90.1 HD2 Thursdays from 7 – 8 p.m.. Hosted by Allan N.
Genetic Memory
K-TRUE’s Genetic Memory Show is dedicated to avant garde, experimental sound, noise,
collage, and dark ambience. Hosted by the confused, rotating DJ crew of Austin, HK, Nancy,
Juan, Ben and Steve. Each lends their own flavor of “what is sonically weird.” Put simply:
“Music minus one chromosome.” Monday nights from 10 p.m. – 1 a.m.
Local Show
Music from Texas with emphasis on the Houston scene from 8 – 10 p.m. every Tuesday
night. This could be music played by you, but first you have to send your stuff to us. What
are you waiting for?
Blues
Are you interested in exploring the roots and history of blues? Tune in to Blues in Hi-Fi
on Wednesday nights from 7 – 9 p.m. From the Delta Blues of Robert Johnson and Mississippi John Hurt, to the soulful and pleading styles of Garnett Mimms and James Brown.
Taking blues beyond 12 bars and 3 chords, tune in to Blues in Hi-Fi.
Treasures of the 60s
There’s much to like about the music of the 60s, and you can hear it all on the Treasures
of the Sixties show. It’s every Wednesday night from 9 – 11 p.m. here on K-TRUe and KPFT
90.1 HD2.
Mutant Hardcore Hour
Punk, hardcore, garage, powerpop, postpunk, protopunk, thrash, noise, pysch, rockabilly,
northern soul… it’s all rock and roll to The Mutant Hardcore Flower Hour! Scott Butt and
Rosa blow the dust off their record collections to play you their favorites every Thursday
from 10 p.m. – 1 a.m. Whether you’re a punk nubie or a pretentious record collector, we
play music guaranteed to piss off your parents. The Mutant Hardcore Show is now in its
28th year. It’s about time you listened, don’t you think?
Electronic Show
The KTRU Electronic Show presents a broad variety of abstract and exciting music
for synthesizer, computer, and other electronics. From the mid-century experiments of
Stockhausen and Reich to the contemporary blip-funk of Mouse on Mars and Autechre,
gathering in glitch, breakbeats and drone, this show provides an ever-evolving picture of
electronic music today. Friday nights, 7 – 9 p.m.
Routes D’Afrique
Routes D’Afrique (pronounced “Roots Daf-Reek”) explores the rich diversity of African
music ranging from traditional and folkloric recordings, to classics from Congo’s belle epoch
(“bell e-pock”) and the golden years of highlife, to current emerging styles and dance hits.
Routes D’ Afrique also traces the journey African music has taken to the Americas, Europe
and Asia. Listen Mondays 7 – 9 p.m. on www.ktru.org or 90.1 HD2. (Also, be sure to visit our
blog at www.routesdafrique.nodsense.com featuring music news, links to downloads, cool
videos, information about finding Africa in Houston, and a delicious jerk chicken recipe.)
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HOW CAN I CONTACT KTRU?

Listen to or read about KTRU at www.ktru.org.
On air music requests: 713.348.KTRU (5878)
You can also find email addresses for all of our directors at ktru.org.
General correspondence can be directed to ktru@ktru.org

HOW CAN I SUBMIT MUSIC?

To submit music for airplay consideration:
Music Directors
C/O KTRU MS-506
Rice University • Houston, TX 77251-1892

HOW CAN I CONTACT OTHER PEOPLE?
<Insert Name of Director/ Department/ Specialty Show>
C/O KTRU MS-506
Rice University • Houston, TX 77251-1892

KTRU STAFF LISTING
Station Manager: Nick
DJ Directors: Ian, Dimitri
Music Directors: Joey, Jessica
Publicity: Raquel
Promotions: Dan
Folio: Arias
Concerts: Sal
Operations: Mariam
Socials: Tori

ktru sticker art

Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Steven Cox
General Manager: Will Robedee
Broadcast Technician: Ross Cooper
Office Manager: Scottie McDonald

KTRU SPRING 2013 FOLIO STAFF
Editor: Arias Hathaway
Layout and Design: David Wang
Contributors: Mariam Ahmed, Kenneth Evans, Jessica Fuquay, and each of our Specialty Show DJs.
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